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Abstract Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a promising replacement of bus architecture due to its better scalability.

In state-of-the-art NoCs, each packet contains several fixed-length flits, which facilitates allocations of network

resources but brings in many unused bits. In this paper, we propose a novel technique called Stealth-ACK to

effectively address the above problem. Stealth-ACK leverages unused bits in head flits of non-ACK packets

to carry and stealthily transmit ACK information. Such stealth transmissions of ACK information effectively

reduce not only the amount of dedicated ACK packets on NoC, but also the number of unused bits in head flits

of non-ACK packets, which significantly reduces wastes on NoC bandwidth. Experimental results show that

Stealth-ACK averagely increases the throughput of 16 × 16 2-D mesh NoC by 11.9%, and averagely reduces

the NoC latency by 34.8% on application traces of SPLASH-2. Moreover, Stealth-ACK only requires trivial

hardware modification to basic router architectures, which incurs negligible power consumption and area cost.
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1 Introduction

In the era of multicore computing, a single chip may integrate multiple processor cores [1,2]. As the num-

ber of processor cores grows, intensive inter-core communications may become the performance bottleneck

of Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) [3]. Network on-Chip (NoC) is proposed to alleviate the bottleneck, and

is generally expected to outperform traditional bus architecture due to its better scalability [4–8]. Un-

der this circumstance, designing high-throughput and low-latency NoCs has become a research focus of

architecture society [9–14].

In state-of-the-art NoCs, packets transmitted on the network may occupy different numbers of flits

[3,15]. For example, in an NoC with 128-bit flit [16,17], a packet carrying no data only occupies a single

flit, and a data packet carrying a cache line with 512 bits occupies five flits. The first flit of each packet

is known as the head flit, whose content is determined by the packet type (as illustrated in Figure 1):
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Figure 1 (Color online) Fields of each packet for 32 × 32 2-D mesh network. And the length of each field depends on

specific network situation (network size, virtual channel number, etc.). For example, in 16× 16 2-D mesh network, the Src

and Dest fields only occupy 8 bits respectively.

• The head flit (i.e., the only flit) of an acknowledge (ACK) packet1) records packet type (3 bits) and

routing information (33 bits), which occupy 3+33 = 36 bits in total, and there are 128− 36 = 92 unused

bits. ACK packets are very common in practice. According to our empirical evaluation of MSI Coherence

protocol over SPLASH-2 benchmarks [18], ACK packets averagely account for 16% packets transmitted

on the NoC.

• The head flit of any packet other than ACK packet (non-ACK packet2)) may record packet type

(3 bits), routing information (33 bits), and cache line address (40 bits3)), which occupy at most 3+ 33+

40 = 76 bits in total, and there are still at least 128− 76 = 52 unused bits in the head flit.

It can be observed ACK packets may incur significant waste on NoC bandwidth. The information carried

on each ACK packet only occupies 36 bits, while the rest 92 bits remain unused. Meanwhile, there are

also many unused bits in the head flit of each non-ACK packet (52 out of 128 bits).

An intuitive way of reducing unused bits is to directly reduce the link width, which we will show to be

impractical. First, the link width cannot be significantly reduced under the constraint of not increasing

the total amount of flits, as an increasing amount of flits will in general increase the network latency. For

example, on a common NoC with 128-bit flit, each long packet carrying 512-bit cache line data contains

5 flits, and there are 52 unused bits in the head flit (as illustrated in Figure 1). Under the constraint

of not increasing the total amount of flits, the link width cannot be reduced to a level that is lower

than 118-bits (⌈128 − 52/5⌉ = 118), thereby power and area benefit gained from the reduction of link

width is slight. Second, when reducing the link width, the cache line data (512 bits) carried by a long

packet has to be divided into non-aligned blocks, which will increase the design complexity of not only

processor cores but also last-level caches (LLCs) and memory controllers. In contrast, Stealth-ACK can

significantly improve the performance of NoC at negligible hardware overhead and keeping other parts

of a CMP system (cores, LLCs, and memory controllers) unchanged.

Fortunately, we notice an interesting fact that the number of unused bits in the head flit of each non-

ACK packet have been sufficient to carry a single piece of ACK information (52 > 36). Motivated by the

above fact, we propose a technique called Stealth-ACK, which alleviates the waste on NoC bandwidth

without imposing any additional delay on ACK information and non-ACK packets. Technically, each

time when a node needs to forward a piece of ACK information to a neighbor node, it will find a head

1) In different cache coherence protocols, the definition of ACK packet can be different. Without losing any clarity, ACK

packets in this paper refer to packets carrying neither cache line data nor cache line address.
2) In this paper, non-ACK packets refer to packets carrying either (both) cache line data or (and) cache line address.
3) Since a head flit does not need to carry the low-end 6 bits of physical address inside each cache line, the 40 bits in

head flit have been enough to represent a memory of 240+6 = 64 TB, which is quite ample for commercial processors.
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Figure 2 (Color online) An example of Stealth-ACK.

flit of non-ACK packet heading to the same neighbor node to carry and transmit the ACK information

(stealth mode). If there is no such head flit and the output link is idle (no body flit is transmitted on

it), the ACK information will be forwarded to the neighbor node by a dedicated ACK packet (exposure

mode). Notably, Stealth-ACK does not require ACK information and the head flit carrying the ACK

information to have the same destination, and the only requirement is that they need to be forwarded to

the same neighbor.

Figure 2 illustrates an example showing how Stealth-ACK works. In Figure 2(a), the ACK information

(from node A to node F ) is carried by the head flit of packet-I (from node A to node C, in the stealth

mode), as both of them need to be forwarded from node A to node B at the moment. After arriving at

node B (Figure 2(b)), the ACK information can no longer be carried by the head flit of packet-I, since

packet-I needs to be forwarded to node C but the ACK information needs to be forwarded to node E.

Alternatively, the ACK information is carried by the head flit of packet-II (from node C to node D, in the

stealth mode), as both of them need to be forwarded to node E. After arriving at node E (Figure 2(c)),

the ACK information must be forwarded to its destination node F , but there is no head flit for the ACK

information to ride. In this case, a dedicated ACK packet is created to propagate the ACK information

to node E (in the exposure mode).

In Stealth-ACK, when non-ACK packets are scrambling for an output link of a router, a piece of ACK

information may still readily pass through the router without waiting in line. To be specific, it will be

carried by the immediate non-ACK head flit and forwarded to the same neighbor node. When the output

link of the router is idle, the piece of ACK information will be immediately sent out by a dedicated

ACK packet. In both cases, the piece of ACK information will not suffer from additional delay caused

by contention of router resources even if its carrier changes, because the Stealth-ACK router supports

independent processing of non-ACK packets and ACK information through conceptually separating all

related resources into non-ACK and ACK parts. As a consequence of the above facts, the average delay of

ACK information can be significantly reduced. In the meantime, the average delay of non-ACK packets

can also be significantly reduced, because any piece of ACK information, transmitted either in the stealth

mode or the exposure mode, no longer acts as a resource competitor of non-ACK packets.

To validate the effectiveness of Stealth-ACK, we carry out experimental studies on a cycle-accurate

network simulator (Booksim [3]), and results show that Stealth-ACK averagely increases by 11.9% the

throughput of 16 × 16 2-D mesh NoC, and averagely reduces by 34.8% the NoC latency on application

traces of SPLASH-2 programs. In particular, Stealth-ACK reduces average delay of non-ACK packets

by 21.4% and average delay of ACK information by 63.3%, respectively.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows. First, we propose to leverage unused bits in head

flits of non-ACK packets to carry ACK information, which can seamlessly cooperate with various cache

coherence protocols to reduce bandwidth waste. Second, the proposed Stealth-ACK provides flexible

modes (stealth and exposure modes) for transmissions of ACK information, with which the average

delay of both ACK information and non-ACK packets can be significantly reduced. Third, Stealth-ACK

requires trivial hardware modification to basic router architectures, which only incurs negligible power

consumption and area cost.
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2 Our proposal

In this section, we present detailed algorithms and implementation of Stealth-ACK. Stealth-ACK is

generally applicable to various NoC router architectures. Without losing any generality, hereinafter a

state-of-the-art router architecture is taken as the baseline router to facilitate our discussions. The

baseline router has only two pipeline stages (speculative allocation and switch traversal) in the best

case, because it hides virtual channel (VC) allocation and routing computation of classical four-stage

router4) [3] with speculative switch allocation (which operates VC allocation and switch allocation in

parallel) [19] and look-ahead routing (which conducts routing calculation one hop in advance) [20].

The Stealth-ACK router adds to the baseline router a speculative allocation module and a look ahead

routing module for ACK information, which only brings negligible hardware overhead. Besides, stealth-

ACK does not enlarge the most area-consuming components (buffer and switch) of the baseline router.

Instead, it conceptually separates them into two parts when necessary, one for non-ACK head flit, one

for ACK information. Benefited from the cost-effective modification, a Stealth-ACK router can simulta-

neously forward a non-ACK head flit and a piece of ACK information to either the same neighbor node

or two different neighbor nodes.

2.1 Terminologies for Stealth-ACK

Before providing details of Stealth-ACK, we introduce some terminologies to facilitate our discussions.

In Stealth-ACK, each head flit consists of two parts, non-ACK sub-head-flit (0-bit to 93-bit of the head

flit) and ACK sub-head-flit (94-bit to 127-bit of the head flit). Correspondingly, each buffer slot is

conceptually separated into non-ACK sub-slot and ACK sub-slot. Non-ACK sub-head-flits can only be

stored in non-ACK sub-slots, ACK sub-head-flits can only be stored in ACK sub-slots, and a body flit

takes an entire buffer slot. Similarly, all non-ACK sub-slots in a VC compose a non-ACK sub-VC, and

the ACK sub-slots in the VC compose an ACK sub-VC. Switch in an NoC router is made up of input

switch ports and output switch ports. To facilitate our discussions, hereinafter input switch port and

output switch port are collectively called switch port (SP). In Stealth-ACK, each SP is conceptually

divided into non-ACK sub-SP and ACK sub-SP. Non-ACK sub-head-flits can only be transmitted on

non-ACK sub-SPs, ACK sub-head-flits can only be transmitted on ACK sub-SPs, and a body flit is

transmitted on an entire SP. Correspondingly, all non-ACK sub-SPs in a switch compose a non-ACK

sub-switch, and the ACK sub-SPs in the SW compose an ACK sub-switch. Similarly, each output link is

conceptually separated into non-ACK sub-link and ACK sub-link. Non-ACK sub-head-flits are forwarded

to downstream node via non-ACK sub-link, ACK sub-head-flits are forwarded via ACK sub-link, and

a body flit is forwarded via an entire link. An overview of Stealth-ACK terminologies is illustrated in

Table 1.

If a piece of ACK information and a head flit of non-ACK packet are simultaneously transmitted on

the link, we say that the piece of ACK information is in the stealth mode. If a piece of ACK information

is transmitted by a dedicated ACK packet on the link, we say that the piece of ACK information is in

the exposure mode.

2.2 Stealth-ACK router

To reduce bandwidth wastes caused by ACK packets, Stealth-ACK leverages unused bits in head flits of

non-ACK packets to carry ACK information. More specifically, each time when a node needs to send

a piece of ACK information to a neighbor node, it will manage to leverage the head flit of a non-ACK

packet heading to the same neighbor to carry the ACK information. In this subsection, we present the

router architecture of Stealth-ACK which implementing the above idea. An overview of Stealth-ACK

router is illustrated in Figure 3.

4) The four pipeline stages of classical router include routing computation (RC), VC allocation (VA), switch allocation

(SA) and switch traversal (ST).
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Table 1 Terminologies for Stealth-ACK

Conventional

terminologies

Terminologies in Stealth-ACK

non-ACK ACK

head flit non-ACK sub-head-flit ACK sub-head-flit

buffer slot non-ACK sub-slot ACK sub-slot

virtual channel (VC) non-ACK sub-VC ACK sub-VC

switch port (SP) non-ACK sub-SP ACK sub-SP

switch non-ACK sub-switch ACK sub-switch

link non-ACK sub-link ACK sub-link
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Modules or wires for
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Figure 3 (Color online) Architecture of Stealth-ACK router.

When a flit arrives at a router, it is preprocessed by an input port to store it into an appropriate

buffer slot. In preprocessing, the input port first checks whether the flit is a head flit. If it is a head

flit, according to the ID of the Virtual Channel (VCID) with respect to the non-ACK sub-head-flit, the

non-ACK sub-head-flit is stored in an empty non-ACK sub-slot in the corresponding non-ACK sub-VC.

When the head flit carries a piece of ACK information (i.e., the value of the first bit in ACK sub-head-flit

is 1), the ACK sub-head-flit will be stored in an empty ACK sub-slot in an ACK sub-VC, according to

VCID of the ACK sub-head-flit. If the flit arriving at the node is a body flit, the router will simply store

it in the same VC as its head flit.

Each head flit is divided into a non-ACK sub-head-flit and an ACK sub-head-flit after being prepro-
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Algorithm 1 The first pipeline stage of Stealth-ACK router.

1: input [127:0] CandidatesnonACK ; // non-ACK sub-head-flits or body flits

2: input [ 33:0] CandidatesACK ;

3: output [127:0] WinnersnonACK ;

4: output [ 33:0] WinnersACK ;

5: WinnersnonACK ⇐= SpecAllocatornonACK(CandidatesnonACK );

6: WinnersACK ⇐= SpecAllocatorACK(CandidatesACK );

7: if an ACK sub-head-flit and a body flit are conflicting in either VC allocation or Switch allocation then

8: the ACK sub-head-flit is rolled back;

9: end if

cessed by the input port. At the first pipeline stage of the Stealth-ACK router (as shown in Algorithm 1),

non-ACK packets (each can be regarded as a non-ACK sub-head-flit and several body flits) and ACK

information (each piece of ACK information is recorded by an ACK sub-head-flit) are independently

and simultaneously proceeded by two speculative allocation modules, as illustrated in Figure 3. In each

module, VC allocation and switch allocation work in parallel:

• VC allocation of speculative allocation modules. To find an available downstream virtual

channel (VC) [21]5) for either a non-ACK packet or a piece of ACK information, we adopt a modified

version of the credit-based flow control mechanism [3]. Different from conventional credit-based mecha-

nisms, in our Stealth-ACK router, each credit transmitted from downstream node contains two VCIDs,

one represents the VCID of non-ACK sub-slot released by the downstream node, the other represents

the VCID of ACK sub-slot released by the downstream node. When the downstream node sends out a

head flit, the released non-ACK sub-slot and ACK sub-slot (recording non-ACK sub-head-flit and ACK

sub-head-flit respectively) may be in different VCs, thereby two VCIDs in the credit may be different.

When the downstream node sends out a body flit, an entire buffer slot is released, thereby two VCIDs

in the credit are the same. Correspondingly, the upstream node maintains two VC states for each down-

stream VC, one represents the number of empty non-ACK sub-slots in the VC (VC state of non-ACK

sub-VC), the other represents the number of empty ACK sub-slots in the VC (VC state of ACK sub-VC).

In the current implementation of Stealth-ACK, VC allocation adopts the iSLIP scheduling algorithm [22].

However, the basic idea of Stealth-ACK is orthogonal to the concrete strategy adopted by VC allocation,

and it is possible to leverage other scheduling algorithms as well.

• Switch allocation of speculative allocation modules. Switch allocation is responsible for

allocating switch ports (SPs), including input and output SPs, to sub-head-flits (non-ACK sub-head-flits

and ACK sub-head-flits) and body flits. In the current implementation of Stealth-ACK, switch allocation

adopts speculative switch allocation technique [19] which operates VC allocation and switch allocation

in parallel. In speculative switch allocation, if a sub-head-flit wins in the switch arbitration but does not

get an available downstream VC, both the VC allocation and switch allocation of the sub-head-flit are

repeated on the next cycle. In the current implementation of Stealth-ACK, switch allocation also adopts

the iSLIP scheduling algorithm, and it is possible to leverage other scheduling algorithms as well.

In the speculative allocation module of non-ACK packets, both VC allocator and switch allocator are

further specialized for non-ACK packets:

• VC allocator of non-ACK packets. In VC allocator of non-ACK packets, the mechanism to

estimate whether a VC is available is specialized. If a non-ACK packet does not have any body flit, the

VC allocator only checks the state of non-ACK sub-VC to estimate whether a VC is available for the

non-ACK packet. If a non-ACK packet has body flits, the VC allocator checks both the state of non-ACK

sub-VC and the state of ACK sub-VC to estimate whether a VC is available for the packet.

• Switch allocator of non-ACK packets. In switch allocator of non-ACK packets, non-ACK

sub-head-flits and body flits are treated differently. Non-ACK sub-head-flits can only be transmitted on

5) In order to increase the efficiency of VC allocation, we leverage the whole packet forwarding (WPF) VC allocation

scheme to estimate whether a VC is available, which is proved to be deadlock-free [21]. In WPF, a non-empty VC can be

re-allocated to another packet when the VC has enough empty buffer slots to hold the entire new packet.
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non-ACK sub-SPs, but each body flit will take an entire input SP and an entire output SP.

Similarly, the speculative allocation module of ACK information consists of VC allocator and switch

allocator specialized for ACK information:

• VC allocator of ACK information. In VC allocator of ACK information, the allocator only

needs to check the VC states of ACK sub-VCs to find an available VC for a piece of ACK information.

Moreover, a VC may be simultaneously allocated to a piece of ACK information and a non-ACK packet,

because the VC allocators of non-ACK packets and ACK information are independent of each other. In

this case, if the non-ACK packet contains body flits, then the VC will be eventually allocated to the

non-ACK packet, and the entire speculative allocation process of ACK information will be rolled back.

If the non-ACK packet does not have any body flit, then the non-ACK packet and the ACK information

will share the VC.

• Switch allocator of ACK information. In switch allocator of ACK information, an ACK sub-

head-flit recording a piece of ACK information can only be transmitted on ACK sub-SPs. However, an SP

may be simultaneously allocated to an ACK sub-head-flit and a body flit, because the switch allocators

of ACK information and non-ACK packets are independent of each other. In this case, the SP will be

eventually allocated to the body flit, and the entire speculative allocation process of ACK information

will be rolled back.

At the second pipeline stage of the Stealth-ACK router (as shown in Algorithm 2), sub-head-flits/body

flits wining the arbitration at the first pipeline stage are transmitted on the switch. Meanwhile, if a winner

is a non-ACK sub-head-flit or an ACK sub-head-flit, then the routing selection at its next hop will be

computed by a look ahead routing module. There are two look ahead routing modules in the Stealth-ACK

router, which are dedicated to non-ACK sub-head-flits and ACK sub-head-flits, respectively.

Algorithm 2 The second pipeline stage of Stealth-ACK router.

1: input [127:0] WinnersnonACK [5]; // non-ACK sub-head-flits or body flits

2: input [ 33:0] WinnersACK [5];

3: output [127:0] outF lit[5];

4: for i=0;i<5;i++ do

5: if WinnersnonACK [i] is a non-ACK sub-head-flit then

6: outF lit[i][93:0] ⇐= WinnersnonACK [i][93:0];

7: RoutingnonACK [1:0] ⇐= LookAheadRoutingnonACK (WinnersnonACK [i]);

8: outF lit[i][35:34] ⇐= RoutingnonACK [1:0];

9: if WinnersACK [0] == 1 then

10: outF lit[i][127:94] ⇐= WinnersACK [i][33:0];

11: RoutingACK [1:0] ⇐= LookAheadRoutingACK(WinnersACK [i]);

12: outF lit[i][127:126] ⇐= RoutingACK [1:0];

13: end if

14: else if WinnersnonACK [i] is a body flit then

15: outF lit[i][127:0] ⇐= WinnersnonACK [i][127:0];

16: end if

17: end for

The hardware implementation of Stealth-ACK does not introduce additional buffer or switch overhead

to the baseline router architecture. Although many NoC resources are conceptually separated into non-

ACK parts and ACK parts, the overall amounts keep unchanged. Stealth-ACK only adds a VCID field

in each credit, a speculative allocation module and a look ahead routing module for ACK information

to the baseline router architecture, where these additional modules consume negligible power and area

cost [23]6). Therefore, the hardware overhead of Stealth-ACK is negligible.

6) According to Kumar et al. [23], the power consumption of allocation modules accounted for only 2.5% of the overall

power consumption of the router, and the power consumption of the routing module was so small that it was ignored in

power breakdown of the router.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Performance on a 16× 16 2-D mesh network. (a) Transpose; (b) bit-reverse; (c) shuffle; (d) bit-

complement.

3 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we empirically compare Stealth-ACK router against a state-of-the-art baseline router.

This baseline router adopts a two-pipeline-stage (speculative allocation and switch traversal) architecture,

which hides VC allocation and routing computation of the classical four-pipeline-stage router [3] with

speculative switch allocation and look-ahead routing techniques. For the sake of fairness, we implement

both routers based on the same cycle-accurate network simulator, Booksim [3]. Both routers adopt the

Whole Packet Forwarding (WPF) scheme [21] to allocate VCs and avoid deadlock.

The base network parameters are 16×16 2-D mesh topology, 128-bits link width, 8 VCs per port, 5 flit

buffers per VC and DOR routing algorithm [24]. In following experiments, each packet carrying cache

line data (long packet) consists of five flits, and each packet without cache line data (short packet) only

has a single flit. In experiments for synthetic traffic patterns, ratios of long packets and ACK packets

follow average ratios of long packets and ACK packets in SPLASH-2 [18] application traces, respectively

(16% ACK packets and 23% long packets).

3.1 Synthetic traffic patterns

Figure 4 presents the latencies of two router architectures (Stealth-ACK router and baseline router) under

different injection bandwidths for four typical synthetic traffic patterns (transpose, bit-reverse, shuffle,

and bit-complement) on a 16× 16 2-D mesh networks (respectively).

It can be observed that Stealth-ACK significantly outperforms the baseline router for all four patterns.

Compared with the baseline router, Stealth-ACK averagely improves the saturation throughput by 11.9%

on 16× 16 2-D mesh networks. On pattern shuffle, Stealth-ACK even achieves an improvement of 13.3%

over the baseline router. In short, the improvement brought by Stealth-ACK is very stable over all four

synthetic patterns. A potential explanation is that the ratio of ACK-packets is stable over different

synthetic loads, providing a stable space for Stealth-ACK to improve.
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Table 2 Full system simulation configuration

Cores 256 in-order cores

Network 16× 16 network

Cache line width 512 bits

L1 I/D cache
16 kB 2-way set associative

1-cycle latency

Shared L2 cache (NUCA)
32 kB 4-way set associative

(8 MB in all) 6-cycle latency

Memory controller
4 controller at 4 corner nodes

100-cycle latency

Cache consistency MSI full directory

Table 3 SPLASH-2 programs configuration

Benchmark Workload size

barnes 65536 particles

fmm 65536 particles

fft 1048576 complex doubles

ocean-contiguous 2050 × 2050 grid

ocean-non-contiguous 1026 × 1026 grid

water-spatial 3 steps, 13824 molecules

cholesky tk25

lu-contiguous 2048 × 2048 matrix

lu-non-contiguous 512 × 512 matrix
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Figure 5 (Color online) Performance on SPLASH-2 ap-

plication traces.
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Figure 6 (Color online) ACK packet ratio of SPLASH-2

programs (MSI coherence protocol on a 256-core CMP).

3.2 Application traces

We also evaluate both routers on application traces collected from a full system simulator Graphit [25]

running SPLASH-2 programs [18]. Besides, we adopt an in-house memory subsystem to support non-

uniform cache architecture (NUCA) [26]. The parameter settings of the full system simulation are listed

in Table 2, and configurations of SPLASH-2 programs are listed in Table 3.

In terms of NoC latency, Stealth-ACK outperforms baseline router on SPLASH-2 programs, as shown

in Figure 5. Stealth-ACK achieves an average reduction of 34.8% and a maximal reduction of 70.2%

(fft) for NoC latencies. However, for ocean-non-contiguous, the benefit brought by Stealth-ACK is only

0.03%, since the ratio of ACK packets in application trace ocean-non-contiguous is only 5%. However,

for most application traces, the ratio of ACK packets is still large, as illustrated in Figure 6. Therefore,

it is not surprising that Stealth-ACK generally achieves very promising performance over the evaluated

application traces.

3.3 Power consumption

We adopt Orion2.0 [27] network energy model to estimate power consumptions of Stealth-ACK router

and baseline router on synthetic patterns with different injection bandwidths. In our experiments, we

assume 16× 16 2-D network, 32 nm process, 1.5 GHz frequency, and 1.0 V voltage.

Figure 7 presents overall power consumptions of Stealth-ACK router and the baseline router on pattern

transpose under different injection bandwidths. It can be observed that Stealth-ACK averagely reduces

by 2.03% the overall power consumption of the baseline router. Similar observations can be made on other

synthetic patterns. We omit the details for brevity. In Stealth-ACK, the average toggle rate of wires or

registers is almost the same with that of the baseline router according to our experiments (the difference is

less than 0.1%). Moreover, Stealth-ACK does not introduce additional buffer or switch overhead, and the
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Figure 7 (Color online) Power consumption on a 16 × 16 2-D mesh network for pattern transpose.
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Figure 8 (Color online) Performance on 8×8 and 32×32 2-D mesh networks for pattern transpose. (a) 8×8; (b) 32×32.

power costs of additional wires and modules (additional VCID field in each credit, additional speculative

allocation module and look ahead routing module for ACK information) are negligible.

3.4 Network parameters

In practice, the parameter setting of NoC may be different from the setting studied in previous experi-

ments. In this subsection, we empirically study impacts of different parameter settings on the performance

of Stealth-ACK, and the purpose is to validate that Stealth-ACK is applicable and effective for different

NoCs. For the sake of brevity, we only provide experiment results on pattern transpose in this subsection,

as results on other synthetic patterns exhibit similar trends.

3.4.1 Network size

The number of cores in a CMP is an important factor impacting the performance of network. To evaluate

Stealth-ACK under different network sizes, we conduct experiments for pattern transpose on 8 × 8 and

32 × 32 2-D mesh networks, where the rest parameters of the CMP keep unchanged. As illustrated in

Figure 8 illustrated, Stealth-ACK improves by 10.6% and 16.2% the saturation throughput of the 8× 8

and 32× 32 2-D mesh networks, respectively.

Combining the above results with our previous result (Stealth-ACK improves by 12.7% the saturation

throughput of the 16× 16 2-D network on pattern transpose), it can be observed that Stealth-ACK may

become more beneficial when the network size becomes larger. Here we provide a possible explanation

to the above observation. Generally speaking, a larger network leads to a longer average transmission

time of packet (from the source to the destination), which enlarges impacts of ACK packets on potential

network congestion. Stealth-ACK effectively removes the enlarged negative impacts of ACK packets on

the larger network, therefore achieves an even larger performance gain when the network size is larger.
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Figure 9 (Color online) Performance on a 16 × 16 2-D

mesh network with 4 VCs per port and 3 buffer slots per

VC for pattern emphtranspose.
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Figure 10 (Color online) Performance on a 16 × 16 2-D

mesh network with LOCAL routing algorithm for pattern

transpose.

3.4.2 Virtual channel parameters

The virtual channel (VC) parameters (including the number of VCs in each input port and the number

of buffer slots in each VC) may vary in different NoCs. To evaluate the impact of VC parameter, we also

compare the Stealth-ACK router against the baseline router under an alternative VC setting. In this

setting, each input port has 4 VCs and each VC contains 3 buffer slots. As illustrated in Figure 9, the

saturation throughput improvement brought by Stealth-ACK for pattern transpose is 10.1%.

3.4.3 Routing algorithm

In previous experiments, both Stealth-ACK router and baseline router adopt an oblivious routing algo-

rithm called DOR [24]. Recently, adaptive routing algorithms that leverage dynamic network statuses to

make routing decision have also been widely investigated [16, 17, 28, 29]. To evaluate the impact of rout-

ing algorithm, we compare Stealth-ACK against the baseline router on on pattern transpose, where both

routers adopt an adaptive routing algorithm called LOCAL [28]. As illustrated in Figure 10, Stealth-ACK

router still significantly outperforms the baseline router on pattern transpose, which improves by 10.4%

the saturation throughput of a 16× 16 2-D mesh network.

3.4.4 Look-ahead routing

In previous experiments, we adopts a two-pipeline-stage architecture as baseline router, which hides VC

allocation and routing computation of the classical four-pipeline-stage router with speculative switch

allocation and look-ahead routing techniques. To evaluate the impact of look-ahead routing technique,

we modify both the Stealth-ACK router and the baseline router to three-pipeline-stage architectures,

employing normal routing techniques. We compare the modified Stealth-ACK router against the modified

baseline router on on pattern transpose. As illustrated in Figure 11, modified Stealth-ACK router still

significantly outperforms the modified baseline router on pattern transpose, which improves by 11.5% the

saturation throughput of a 16× 16 2-D mesh network.

4 Discussions

4.1 Piggybacking without transfers

In Stealth-ACK, a piece of ACK information may transfer from one non-ACK packet to another during

its entire trip from the source to the destination. We also propose and evaluate a similar but more

intuitive technique called ACK-NaivePiggyback (ACK-NP for short). In ACK-NP, each piece of ACK

information can only be piggybacked by a non-ACK packet passing by the source of the ACK information

and heading to the same destination, in which no transfer is allowed for each piece of ACK information.

Albeit simple and straightforward, ACK-NP is not as effective as Stealth-ACK in practice. According to
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Figure 11 (Color online) Performance on a 16 × 16 2-

D mesh network without look ahead routing for pattern

transpose.
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Stealth-ACK and ACK-NP on a 16× 16 2-D mesh network

for pattern transpose.

our experiments on SPLASH-2 programs (running on a 256-core CMP with MSI coherence protocol and

a 16 × 16 2-D mesh NoC), the average time interval between injecting a piece of ACK information and

receiving a non-ACK packet heading to the same destination is 173 cycles. In order not to impose any

additional delay, each new piece of ACK information has to be sent out by a dedicated ACK packet if at

the injecting moment there is no appropriate passing-by non-ACK packet to ride. Thereby, most pieces

of ACK information are still transmitted by dedicated ACK packets. We empirically evaluate ACK-

NP on a 16× 16 2-D mesh network for the SPLASH-2 program ocean-contiguous and synthetic pattern

transpose respectively. For program ocean-contiguous, only 46.4% of all pieces of ACK information can

be piggybacked by head flits of non-ACK packets, and the average network latency is decreased by only

15.3%. Besides, as illustrated in Figure 12, ACK-NP only improves the saturation throughput of the

16 × 16 2-D mesh network by 2.5%. In contrast, Stealth-ACK reduces the average network latency

of program ocean-contiguous by 43.2% and improves the saturation throughput by 12.7% for pattern

transpose.

4.2 Protocol deadlock

With different types of messages, there is a possibility of protocol-level dependent deadlocks. To avoid

protocol deadlock, it is common to send different types of messages on different virtual channels [3]. In

traditional router architecture, ACK packets always occupy individual virtual channels. Conversely, in

Stealth-ACK, we do not need to assign dedicated virtual channels to ACK packets. The reason is as

follows: In Stealth-ACK, all resource within a router are divided into two parts: ACK part and non-ACK

part, ACK information is transmitted on ACK part, head flit of other packets are transmitted on non-

ACK part and body flits occupy both parts. Therefore, ACK packets and other single flit packets which

only have head flits are physically insulated. In this sense, ACK packets and other single flit packets can

share virtual channels without introducing protocol deadlocks.

5 Related work

5.1 Piggybacking

Piggybacking is a well known paradigm in computer network research, and the basic idea is to carry

additional information on existing packets. Recently it has been applied in studies on NoC. Jiang et al. [30]

proposed an indirect adaptive routing method on dragonfly topology, which piggybacks the congestion

information of global channels in packets. Das et al. [31] proposed Aérgia which piggybacks slacks (a

measure for relative importance of a packet) in packets to accelerate forwarding performance-critical

packets. Lee et al. [32] proposed a technique which piggybacks network congestion information in packets
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to generate prefetch requests. A common characteristic of the above techniques is that the piggybacked

information never changes its host packet.

Stealth-ACK is significantly different from the above techniques, regarding the mechanism of pig-

gybacking. Stealth-ACK does not require that ACK information and the head flit carrying the ACK

information to have the same source or destination, and only requires that they need to be forwarded to

the same neighbor by the current node. Therefore, a piece of ACK information can be carried by different

head flits during its entire journey from the source to destination. Moreover, Stealth-ACK is orthogonal

to the above techniques, in the sense that Stealth-ACK only leverages a subset of unused bits in head

flits. The rest unused bits are still available to the above techniques (18 bits remain on 32× 32 2-D mesh

network).

5.2 Flow control

Flow control determines how resources of an NoC system, such as link bandwidth, virtual channel and

buffer slot, are allocated to packets transmitted on the network. Dally and Aoki [33] proposed Virtual

channel flow control which associates several virtual channels with a single physical channel. The virtual

channel flow control technique effectively addresses the channel blocking problem of traditional buffered

flow control methods. Duato [34–36] proposed escape channel approach to avoid deadlock problem of

fully adaptive routing algorithms in wormhole network. Dally and Towles [3] pointed out that protocol

deadlock can be avoided by dividing virtual channels into groups interrelated to different types of packets.

Ma et al. [21] proposed Whole Packet Forwarding (WPF) technique which extends previous deadlock-

avoidance method by allowing re-allocation of non-empty VCs. The above techniques are orthogonal to

the proposed Stealth-ACK, and can be utilized together with Stealth-ACK. For example, the current

implementation of the Stealth-ACK router utilizes WPF technique to allocate virtual channels and avoid

deadlock.

Recently, Krishna et al. [37] proposed a technique called FANIN, in which ACK packets aggregated

at a router are together forwarded to the same destination. FANIN effectively reduces the amount of

ACK packets under broadcast-intensive coherence protocols introducing intensive many-to-one communi-

cations. However, broadcast-intensive coherence protocols are hard to scale with the number of cores. On

many coherence protocols which employ directories to avoid excessive broadcasts, the benefit of FANIN

will significantly shrink. Moreover, FANIN may increase the average delay of ACK packets because an

ACK packet cannot be forwarded to the next node until a sufficient number of ACK packets aggregate

at the current node, or the waiting time of the ACK packet exceeds a pre-specified threshold.

Significantly different from FANIN, Stealth-ACK works well on various coherence protocols, and its

effectiveness does not rely on whether there are many-to-one intensive communications on the NoC. In

the meantime, Stealth-ACK does not impose any additional delay on ACK information, but can reduce

the average delay of ACK information by over 60% as transmissions of ACK information will rarely be

influenced by network congestion.

5.3 Router architecture

Studies on router architecture mainly aim at shortening router pipelines. Peh and Dally [19] proposed

speculative switch allocation technique which hides VC allocation pipeline stage of classical router by op-

erating VC allocation and switch allocation in parallel. Galles [20] proposed look ahead routing technique

which conducts routing calculation one hop in advance to hide the pipeline stage of routing computation.

Kumar et al. proposed the technique called express virtual channels, which lower latency and energy

consumption of NoC by allowing packets to bypass router pipelines along their path.

The basic idea of Stealth-ACK does not rely on any specific optimization technique of router architec-

ture. For example, the current implementation of Stealth-ACK router works well with speculative switch

allocation and look ahead routing techniques.
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5.4 Routing algorithm

Studies on routing algorithm manage to improve the performance of NoC by designing promising routing

strategies [3, 15]. Oblivious routing algorithms, such as Dimension-order routing (DOR) [24], Zigzag

routing [38], and ROMM [39], have relatively low implementation costs, but are sometimes ineffective on

balancing the network load. Adaptive routing algorithms, such as LOCAL [28, 29], NOP [6], RCA [16],

and DBAR [17], are considered to be more effective on reducing the network latency, as they leverage

dynamic network statuses to control the routing.

The proposed Stealth-ACK reduces the network latency by reducing the amount of ACK packets

instead of proposing new routing strategies. Thereby, Stealth-ACK is substantially different from studies

on routing algorithms. In fact, Stealth-ACK can work together with various routing algorithms to further

enhance the performance of NoC.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel technique called Stealth-ACK is proposed to leverage unused bits in head flits of

non-ACK packets to transmit ACK information. Stealth transmissions of ACK information effectively

reduce not only the amount of dedicated ACK packets on NoC, but also the number of unused bits

in head flits of non-ACK packets, which significantly reduces wastes on NoC bandwidth. Moreover,

Stealth-ACK can seamlessly cooperate with various cache coherence protocols. Experimental results

on synthetic traffic patterns show that Stealth-ACK achieves better saturation throughput (11.9% on

average for 16 × 16 2-D mesh NoC) than a state-of-the-art router architecture. On application traces

of SPLASH-2, Stealth-ACK averagely reduces by 34.8% the NoC latency of the state-of-the-art router

architecture. Moreover, the current implementation of Stealth-ACK dose not need to enlarge buffer or

switch, and only requires trivial hardware modification to the baseline router architecture, which incurs

negligible power consumption and area cost.

The insight gained from our study is that packets on NoC can be transmitted in more flexible ways

rather than simply in flits, which may shed some light on devising future flow control techniques that

further promote the performance of NoC.
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